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ABSTRACT 
Using methods of numerical integration, difference schemes of sixth order with off-step points 
have been obtained and applied to the second order differential equation, with and without 
mixed boundary conditions. Numerical results obtained by these methods have been compared 
with those obtained by using h 4-extrapolation of the Numerov method. It is found that the sixth- 
order method based upon 4-point Lobatto quadrature with approximation 2 is more economical 
and accurate from the computational viewpoint han the existing sixth-order methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Difference schemes for the solution of second order 
two-point boundary-value problems have been dis- 
cussed by Collatz [1], Fox [2], Keller [3] and Henrici 
[4]. Higher order methods for linear equations have 
been recently derived by Usmani [5, 6, 7], but these 
methods contain derivative terms. Furthermore, 
Usmani [8] has also obtained formulae of order two 
and four for the integration of nonlinear equations 
with mixed boundary conditions. 
In this paper difference schemes of order six have 
been developed making use of quadrature. It is found 
that in the case of the linear equations the formula 
based on Gauss three point quadrature has the least 
truncation error among the methods obtained and 
that all of them give better esults than the derivative 
based formula of Usmani [5]. It is shown that the 
schemes are adaptable to nonlinear equations also. 
2. SIXTH ORDER DIFFERENCE SCHEMES 
Let us consider the numerical solution of the boundary 
value problem 
y"= F (x ,y ) ,  x~[a ,b ]  (1) 
subject o boundary conditions 
R1 [Y] = -/1 
(2) 
R 2 [yl = -/2 
where  
(i) "/1' -/2 are Finite constants and 
(ii) F possesses partial derivatives with respect to x 
and y of the sixth order. 
It is known that the problem (1)-(2) has a unique solu- 
tion if aF > 0 for x~[a ,b ] .  
~y 
We divide the interval [a, b] into N subintervals by 
means of the finite set of mesh points X n = a + nh, 
n = 0 (1)N and denote by Yn the approximation to the 
value y(x) at x = x n- 
Consider the identity 
~2y (Xn) = fXn+ 1 (Xn+ 1 - t) [y" (t) + y " (2x n - t)]dt. 
X n 
(3) 
h ( l+u) , (3)  If we use the transformation t = x n + -~- 
becomes 
h 2 
3"_11 (1 -u){y"[x  n h (1 +u)] 2 y (%) _ -T-- - T 
h (1 + u)]} du. (4) + y " [x n + -~- 
The integral in (4) can be evaluated with the help of 
any known quadrature formula. The weight function 
in the integral can be taken as 1 or 1-u. Alternatively, 
we may assume for the integral in (4) the expression 
w0Y" (Xn) + Wl [Y " (Xn -1 ) + Y " (Xn + 1)] 
P 
+ i]g= 1 Wri [Y "(xn - ri h) + y"(x n + r i h)] + E 
where w 0, w I and Wri are the weights and r i ~ [1, 0] 
are the abscissas and E is the truncation error. The 
resulting difference scheme for the differential equa- 
tion (1) becomes 
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82yn = h2[woYn " + Wl (Yn'-I + Yn+l) 
i=1 Wri (Yn'-ri + Yn+ ri)]" (5) 
In order to determine difference schemes of order six, 
we take p = 3 and expand both sides of (5) in a Taylor's 
series about x = x n and equate the coefficients of the 
powers of h up to six. We get three equations in eight 
unknowns. From the system of linear equations the 
w's are solved in terms of ri's, which can be chosen 
either as the nodes of a quadrature rule or as values 
which optimize the order of the difference scheme. 
The nodes and the corresponding weights of the sixth 
order difference schemes obtained are listed in table 1. 
We note that in formula (5) we do not know the values 
of y(x 7 at x = x n + ri. Therefore to make the formula 
(5) of computational value we take one of the two 
following fourth order approximations to Yn + r i : 
Approximation 1 
h 2 
Yn+ q= (1 -q)yn + q Yn+l + ~-~- [(1-4q +4q2 -q3)yn" 
+q(q2+q_ l )Yn .+ l+(q2  q_l)Yn. +q]+Tn 
(6) 
h 2 
Yn-q = (1-q)Yn+q Yn-1 + ~ [(1-4q + 4q2-q3)yn" 
+ q (q2+ q_l)Yn. 1 + (q2_q_X)Yn_q] + Tn 
(7) 
where 
q=r i ,  i=1 ,2 ,3  and 
1 (2q5 _ 5q4 + 5q2_ 2q)h 5 y(5)(Xn) 
Tn - 360 
1 (3q6_ 5q5_ 5q4 + 5q3 + 5q2_3q)h6y(6)(~1 ) 
1440 
(8) 
T~=-~-~I (2q5 5q4+ 5q2 2q)h5y(5)(Xn) 
1 (3q6 5q5_5q4+5q3+5q2_3q)h6y(6)(~2) 
1440 
Xn<~l '  ~2 <xn+l"  (9) 
Approximation 2 
Yn+q=(1-q)yn  + qyn+l  +q(q-1)  h2[(q2 q_l)Yn, 1 
24 
-2 (q2+q-5)y  n,+ (q2+3q+3)Yn, +1 ]+T*  
n (10) 
+ q (2~1------~) h2 [ (q 2 Yn -q = (1 -q)Yn + q Yn-1 + 3q +3)Yn'-I 
- 2 (q2 + q-5)Yn + (q2-q-1)  Yn'+ 1 ]+T*" (11) 
whereq=r  i, i= l ,2 ,3and 
T*= 1 (3q5 10q3+7q)hSy(5)(Xn) n -~  - 
1 
1440 
(2q 6 - 5q 4 + 3q) h 6 y(6) (~3) (12) 
T* ' -  1 (3q5 _ 10q3 + 7q) h 5 y(5) (Xn) 
n 360 
1 (2q6_Sq4+ 3q)h 6 y(6)(~4) ' 
1440 
Xn < ~3' ~4 < Xn+ 1 (13) 
We now illustrate the use of these methods for the 
solution of second order two point boundary value 
problems with the help of the formula 3 (table 1) 
based upon the four point Lobatto integration. The 
difference scheme (5) becomes 
h 2 
82yn = ~[2Yn " + 5S(Yn-r + Yn+ r) + 5r (Yn'-s + Yn+ s )] 
(14) 
where 
5 -4g- 5 +4~ r - - -  and s -  - -  
10 10 
3. FIRST BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Here the boundary conditions (2) become 
R 1 [y] = y(a7 = ~1 
R2 [Y] = Y(b) = "Y2 (15) 
An interesting special class of (1) is that in which 
F(x, y) is linear in y(x). The equation (1) becomes 
y"= f(x) y(x) + g(x) (16) 
where f(x) > 0, for x ~ [a, b]. 
We substitute for y" (x) from (16) either into (6) and 
(7) or into (10) and (11) and determine the values of 
Yn +_r and Yn +s' and putting these values into (14), 
we arrive after simplification at the following system 
of linear equations 
(-1 + An)Yn_ 1 + (2+ Bn) yn + (-1 + Cn)Yn+ 1 
= D n, n = 1(1) N-1 (17) 
The boundary conditions (15) give 
Y0 = 71 and YN = 72" (18) 
The system of linear equations (177 subject o (18) can 
be written in matrix form as follows : 
My= (J + Q) y= B (19) 
where M is an (N-1) x (N-17 tridiagonal matrix 
which may be written as the sum of two (N-17 x (N-l) 
tridiagonal matrices J + Q where non-zero elements 
are  
Ji, i =2, Ji, i+ l= J i+ l , i - -1  
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and 
qi,i = Bi' q i+ l , i  = Ai' qi, i+ l  = Ci (20) 
and B = (bi) is an (n -1)-dimensional column vector 
such that 
bl = DI-~/1 (-1 + A1), b i=Di  , i=2(1)N-2  
bN-1 = DN-1 -T2  (-1 + CN_I) (21) 
The values of An, Bn, C n and D n for the approxima- 
tion I are given by 
h 2 
An = {[60 - (6s-4r)h2 fn _rle _r 
+ [60- (6r -4s )h  2 fn_ l lP_s  } 
h2 (120f  + Bn = 7 -~ (Pn -r  + Pn + r) [30(6s-4r + 2) 
+ (6s-4r)h2fn + (Pn_s + Pn+ s)][30(6r-4s + 2) 
+ (6r-4s)h2 fn ] } 
h2 
C n = ~ ([60 - (6s-ar)h 2fn + 1 ] P + r 
+ [60 - (6r-  4s)h2 fn+ 1]Pn + s } 
h2 {120g n + + Dn = - 720 300[S(gn-r gn + r) 
+ r (gn -s  + gn + s)] + h2(gn -gn + 1)[(6s-4r)Pn +r 
+ (6r-4s)P n + s] + h2(gn-gn_ l ) [ (6s-4r)P  n_r  
+ (6r-4s)P n _s ] - 30h 2 (s P+ rgn +r +r Pn+ s gn+ s) 
- 30h 2 (s Pn-r  gn- r  + r Pn-s gn - s )) 
(22) 
where 
fn + q ' fn  = f (Xn) '  gn = g(Xn) 
Pn+q= i+i~ fn+q 
and 
5-vg 5+v'g 
r - -  , $ = ~  10 10 
The sequence {Yn } can be determined by solving the 
system of linear equations (19) by a modified Gaussian 
elimination algorithm (see Henrici [4] p. 352). In a 
similar manner, we can obtain A n , B n, C n and D n cor- 
responding to approximation 2.The exact values 
[y (Xl), y (x2) . . . . . .  y(x N_l)l-wil l  satisfy the system 
of linear equations 
My (x) = B + T (23) 
where y__ (x) is a transpose vector of [y (x j)] andT= (ti) 
is an (N - 1 )-dimensional column v~ctor such that 
fMM6 fMM 5 I t i l<[  .Ms + . + ]h 8 
302400 21600 3600 ' 
i< i<N-1  (24) 
Here M n = max [y(n)(x)l,  fM = max f(x) and 
fM= max If ' (x) l  fo rx~ [a,b].  
The error equation can be obtained by subtracting (19) 
from (23) in the form 
M E = W (24a) 
where e i= Y(Xi) -Yi and E= (el). 
We can show that the matrix M is a monotone matrix 
satisfying M > J and the matrix Q > 0. Now from the 
theory of monotone matrices (see Henrici [4] p. 360), 
it follows that 
N 2 (b -a) 2 (25) 0< M -1 <j_-I < -~- I= I .  
8h 2 - 
We use the vector norm 
IIvII = maxlvil, 1 < i < N (25a) 
and the induced norm on the N x N matrix A = (aifl, 
N 
I lAl l=max G laijl. (25b) 
- i j= l  
The error equation (24a) can now be written in the form 
E=M-1  T< j -1T  
and 
IIE__II < IIj-111 IITII. (26) 
Substituting for IITII from (24), we get 
IIEII < h 6 M8 fM M6 fM M5 
[2419200 + 17280-------~ + 28800 ] (b-a)  2 
which shows that IIE_II -" 0 or Yn -" Y(Xn) as h ~ 0. 
The difference quations for the differential equation 
(1) subject o the boundary conditions (18) can be 
written as 
~2yn = h2  (2F(xn ' Yn) + 5s[F(Xn-r'  Yn-r) + F(xn+r'Yn+r)] 12 
+ 5r[F(xn-s '  Yn-s) + F(xn+ s' Yn+s ) ] ) '  
n = I (1 )N-1 .  (27)  
We cannot use approximation I to determine the 
values o fy  at the off-step points Xn± r and Xn~. ~. The 
approximation 2 can be used to fred the values of y 
at the off-step points. The system of non-linear equa- 
tions is obtained as 
Jy+h2B(y)+a=0 
where y= (Yl' Y2 . . . . .  YN_l )T, a= (-3' 1, 0, 0 ..... -V2 )T 
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E ' :~L~() ;~:S~: ! .~  ~; , "  ' ! '  " " " - '> : i~  ' . L '~  " ' .':;; 
andJ is defined in (20). 
The system of nonlinear equations (28) can be solved 
by Newton's method (see Henrici [4] p. 366). 
The truncation error is found as 
tn=[~Y(8)  1 Fyy(6) -  
8640 720 (Fxy 
+ Fyy y') y(5)]h8 + 0 (hl0), 
1< n~ N-1 .  (29) 
4. MIXED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
The boundary conditions (2) become 
R 1 [y] = y'(a) -.c y (a) ='yl 
R 2 [y] = y" (b) + d y (b) = 3, 2 (30) 
wherec>0,  d/>0, c+d>0andf (x )>0for  
x~ [a, bl. 
The differential equation (16) has been replaced by 
the system (17). However, it contains N - 1 equations 
in N+ 1 unknowns Yi' i= 0(1)N. The two more equa- 
tions needed for determining the N + 1 values of y(x) 
are obtained as follows : 
we know that 
1 
Y(Xl) = Y(X0) + hy'(x0) + h 2 f0 (1 -t)y"(x 0 + ht)dt 
and (31) 
1 
Y(XN_l) = Y(XN) -hy "(XN) + h 2 f (1-t)y" (XN-ht)dt. 
0 (32) 
Replacing the integrals in (31) and (32) by the four 
point Lobatto quadrature formula and neglecting the 
truncation errors, we get 
h 2 ,, 
Yl = Y0 + hy~ + i-~-[y 0 + 5(s yr"+ r ys')] (33) 
and 
h 2 
YN-1 = YN - hYlq + ]-~- [YIq + 5 (s YN-r + r YN -s )1" (34) 
The boundary conditions (30) become 
y~ -c  y0=71 
Ylq + d YN = 3'2" (35) 
Substituting for Yr and Ys their fourth order approxima- 
tion as given by (6), neglecting the truncation error 
and using Y0 ='yl + c Y0 in (33), we get 
(1 + B0) Y0 + (-1 + C0)Y 1 = D O (36) 
where 
B 0 = ch + ~2f0+ ~h2 {[30(6s_4r+2)+ (6s_4r)h2f0]Pr 
+ [30(6r-4s+ 2) + (6r-4s)h2f0]P s ) 
2 
CO= ?~-~-{[60-(6s-4r)h2fl ]Pr + [60-(6r-4s)h2fl]P} 
and 
D O = _ hT1 - ~ {[60g0 + 300(sg r + rgs)] + hZ[(6s-4r)(g0-gl) 
- 30Sgr]Pr + h2 [(6r-4s)(go -gl)  - 30rgs]Ps) "
The corresponding equation in YN-1 and YN obtained 
from (34) is 
(-1 + AN)YN_ 1 + (1 + BN)Y N = D N (37) 
where 
A N=h2 {[60-(6s-ar)h2f,, .]P.T 
720 r~-i r~-r 
+ [60-(6r-as)h 2fN_IIPN_s} 
h 2 h 2 
B N = h d + i~-fN + 7--~-{ [30 (6s-4r + 2) + (6s-4r)h2fNlPN_ r 
+ [30(6r-4s + 2) + (6r-4s)h2fN]PN_ s } 
and 
h 2 
DN = h72 - 7-20- [60gN + 300 (sgN_ r + rgN_s) 
+ h2[(6s-4r) (gN-gN_l) - 30 sgN_r]PN_r 
+ h2[(6r-4s)(gN -gN-1 ) - 30r gN-s] PN-s ) " 
If we take y= (Y0' Yl ..... yN )T, the equations (36), 
(17) and (37) can be expressed in matrix form as 
M y = B (38) 
where Mis a (N + 1) x (N + 1) tridiagonal matrix. The 
system (38) can again be solved by using the modified 
Gaussian elimination algorithm. 
The truncation error vector T is a (N + 1)-dimensional 
vector such that 
M 7 
]ti] ~ [252000 
and 
M 8 
Itil ~ [302400 
+__fMM5 .]h 7 i=0,  N 
10800 
+ fMM6 fM M5]h8 - - -  + i = I(1)N-1. 
2160O 36OO - ' 
Following Usmani [8], we can show that the method is 
convergent and that 
2 M8 fM M6 +fM M5 ) 
HEll ~ [c -  + (b-a)] [(b-a)(604800 +43200 7200 
M7 fM M5 + - -  + ]h 6 . 
252000 10800 
The system of nonlinear equations for the differential 
equation (1) is given by (14) for n =1(1)N-1. 
The values of y at the off-step points Xn+ r and Xn+_s 
can be obtained by making use of approximation 2.
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On substituting in (14) the values of y n +r and yn+ s 
as given by (10) and (11), we get N-1 nonlinear equa- 
tions in (N+I) unknowns Yi' i = 0(1)N. The two 
more relations needed can be obtained from (33) and 
(34). Here the values Yr' Ys' YN -r and YN-s are 
obtained from the following relations. 
Approximation 3 
yq = (1-2q3+ q4)y 0+ (2q 3-q4)y  1 + (q-2q3+ q4)hy~ 
h 2 + _~_ [(2q4_5q3 + 3q2)y(~ + (q4_q3)y;, ] +Tq 
where (39) 
= 1 (3q5 7q4+4q3)h5y(57(~6), Tq .3~ 
x0 < ~6 < Xl 
YN -q = (1 -2q 3 + q4)y N + (2q 3 - q4)yN_ 1 
- (q -2q3+ q4)h YN + ~ [(2q4- 5q3+ 3q2)Ylq 
+ (q4-q3)y N 1] + T* (40) - q 
where 
T* - 1 (3q5 _ 7q4 + 4q3) h 5 y(5) (~7)' 
q 360 
XN-1 < ~7 < XN 
Thus the required two relations are given by 
(1 + ch)y 0 - Yl + ~12 (F (x0, Y07 + 5[sF (Xr, Yr) 
+ rF(x s,ys)]) + h? 1 = 0 (41) 
h 2 
- YN-1 + (1 + dh)y N + -~ {F (XN, yN) + 5[sF(XN_r, YN_r) 
+ rF(XN_ s, YN_s)]) -h?  2 = 0. (42) 
Thus, (14), (41) and (42) give the required (N + 17 non- 
linear equations in the unknowns Yi' i = 0(1)N. The 
truncation error is obtained as 
y(8) , 11Fyy(51 
[ ____  +-  
~252ooo lO8OOO 
ti= 
y(8) Fy y(6) 
[30--6~ 8640 
+ 0(h 10) 
7F y'  
+ Fyyyy ]h 7 +0(h8) ' 
3600 
i= l ,N  
(Fxy + y ". Fyy)y(5)]h 8
720 
1 ~ i¢  N-1 (43) 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We have used the methods of the previous ections to 
find the numerical solution of the following bound- 
ary value problems : 
(i~ y" = 2x -2 y -x  -1 (44) 
y(2) = 0, y(b)= ~-ffu(19b- 5b 2 ~36b ~1 ) 
with the exact solution 
1 (19x_ 5x2_ 36x-1), yCx) = -~ 
(ii) y"  = y(x) - 4xe x (45) 
y'(0) - y(0) = 1 
y'(17 + y(1)= -e 
with the exact solution 
y(x) = x(1-x7 ex, 
1 (1+ x + y)3 (46) (iii) y" = T 
y(07 = y(1) = 0 
and y'(0) - y(0) = -0.5 
y'(1) + y(1) = 1 
with the exact solution 
y(x)= 2---~-- - x -  1, 
2-x  
3 y2 (477 (iv) y"=-~-  
y(0)=4, y(17=1 
and 
y'(0) - y(0) = -12 
y'(1) +y(1) = 0 
with the exact solution 
y(x) - 4 
(1 + x) 2 
and 
(v7 y" + Ay-- 0 (48) 
y(0) --- y(1) = 0 
with the eigenvalues 
A 2 =n 21r 2 ,  n=1,2  .... 
n 
Substituting (48) into (17) and simplifying, we get 
x (1 - -~x)  
012 
[3_ I_3 z=0 
1+ ~_~_ + X 2 
15 360 
where ), = - h2A. 
It can now be shown that 
), = n2rr2h 2 191 (nzrh) 8 + 0 (hlO). 
302400 
Therefore, the n-th characteristic value A n satisfies 
the relation 
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191A 4 
Xn h-2 = n2n2 n h 6 
An 302400 
or  
h-2 An -Xn  ~ 191 
A 302400 
n 
_ _  A3h 6 " 
n 
The corresponding results (see Hilderbrand [9] p. 179) 
for second order and the fourth order Numerov 
methods are respectively 
A n - X n h -2 
_1  A h 2 
A n 12 n 
and 
A n -  Xn h-2 1 A 2 h 4 
A 240 n n 
The values E 0 = max [y n - Y(Xn)l, are tabulated 
0~nCN 
in tables 2-4. To avoid round-off errors, we have 
applied the modified Gauss elimination method to 
solve the tridiagonal system of equations in double- 
precision floating point arithmetic thoughout. The non- 
linear system of equations have been solved by the 
Newton-Raphson method. The error values presented 
in the tables are practically pure discretization errors. 
We have solved (44) with the methods of table 1 with 
h = 2 -3, and b = 3, 4, 6 and 10. The value E 0 has 
been computed over each interval and the results are 
shown in table 2. We find that all the schemes devel- 
oped here have less truncation error than the Usmani 
method. We also note from table 2 that the method 4 
which corresponds to three point Gauss quadrature 
and with approximation I has the least truncation error. 
Furthermore, the problem (44) has been solved with 
the different value E 0 methods over [2, 3] with 
h = 2 -m, m = 2(1)7 and the value E 0 determined for 
each case. The results are given in table 2. 
We observe that if we solve a first boundary value prob- 
lem with a fixed step size over a given interval, the- 
low-order methods produce less accurate results as 
compared to high-order methods. The error value 
decreases as the step size h diminishes or the order of 
the method increases. The sixth order method based 
upon the 3-point Gauss quadrature with approxima- 
tion I gives most accurate results and it requires the 
minimum number of equations for solution. 
From table 2, we find that if E 0 is to be less than or 
equal to 0.5 x 10 -10, the number of equations to be 
solved is 63 in the Numerov method, 7 in the Lobatto 
four point and Gauss three point methods with ap- 
proximation 1 and 22 in the h4-extrapolation f
Numerov scheme, while in the case of Usmani's 
method as also Lobatto four point and Gauss three 
point methods with approximation 2, it is 15. From 
the function evaluation view point, the Gauss three 
point method with approximation" I is most expensive 
whereas the h4-extrapolation Numerov method and 
the Lobatto four points with approximation 2 method 
require almost about the same time. 
We have again used the methods of various order to 
solve (45) with h = 2 -m, m = 2(1)8, over the interval 
[0, 1]. We find as in (44) that the high order methods 
and the smaller values of h yield higher accuracy results. 
We also observe that the distinction between the methods 
of  the same order tend to disappear in the case of mixed 
boundary value problems and all the formulas give 
about equal error. 
The nonlinear boundary value problems (46) and (47) 
with or without mixed boundary conditions have been 
solved with h = 2 -m, m = 3 (1)6. The results obtained 
with the four points Lobatto quadrature with approxi- 
mation 2 method are listed in table 4. We get that the 
sixth order methods with approximation 2 are partic- 
ularly useful for nonlinear differential equations with 
or without mixed boundary conditions ince we need 
to solve a fewer number of nonlinear equations to get 
higher accurate results. Furthermore, we note from 
(48) that the si~cth order methods can also be used to 
find the eigenvalues of the linear eigenvalue problems. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The sixth order methods based upon quadrature have 
been obtained with off-step points. The methods with 
approximation 2 are applicable to linear and nonlinear 
differential equations with or without mixed boundary 
conditions. The numerical results show that the sixth 
order method based upon 4-points Lobatto quadrature 
and approximation 2 is highly desirable for both linear 
and nonlinear boundary value problems. 
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Table 1. The nodes and the weights of the difference scheme 
82yn = h2[W0Yn + Wl (Yn'-I + Yn'+l) + i=l ~ Wrl" (Yn'-ri+ Yn'+ri)] 
Off-Step Points Weights 
No r 1 r 2 r 3 W 0 W 1 Wrl Wr2 Wr3 
1 3-X/~ 3 +vr2 - 2 1 51+ lOX/2- 51-10X/2- 0 
7 7 15 120 240 240 
2 5 -V~ 5 + vri-o - 0 1 35+ X/~ 35-X/10 0 
15 15 72 144 144 
3 ~-dg  5+~ - 1 0 5 + x/g-  5 -~ 0 
10 10 6 24 24 
4 -1 5-vq-g 5+vq-ff 0 0 --2 5+Vi-g 5 -v~ 
2 10 10 9 
5 vq~ - - __7 0 5 
5 12 24 
6 x /~ - - 0 7 125 0 0 
5 264 264 
36 36 
0 0 
Table 2. Comparison of error in numerical methods for the linear boundary value problem with h = 2 -m 
m 
Approximation I Approximation 2 
Second Numerov Lobatto Gauss Numerov Usmani Lobatto Gauss 
order Fourth method(3) method (4) h4-extra - method method (3) method (4) 
method order polation 
method method 
2 0.159 (-03) 0.260 (-05) 0.257 (-08) 0.277 (-09) 0.323 (-08) 0.377 (-07) 0.163 (-07) 0.142(-07) 
3 0.412(-04) 0.174(-06) 0.445(-10) 0.485(-11) 0.567(-10) 0.647(-09) 0.279(-09) 0.244(-09) 
4 0.104(-04) 0.109(-07) 0.702(-12) 0.767(-13) 0.878(-12) 0.102(-10) 0.439(-11) 0.383(-11) 
5 0.261(-05) 0.685(-09) 0.110(-13) 0.120(-14) 0.138(-13) 0.159(-12) 0.689(-13) 0.603(-13) 
6 0.652 (-06) 0.429 (-10) 0.169 (-15) 0.171(-16) 0.216 (-15) 0.229 (-14) 0.107 (-14) 0.941 (-15) 
7 0.163(-06) 0.268(-11) 0.119(-17) 0.109(-17) 0.573(-17) 0.172(-13) 0.155(-16) 0.138(-16) 
Approximation 1, h = 2 -3 
b method 1 2 3 4 5 6 Usmani 
3 0.182 (-10) 0.122 (-10) 0.444(-10) 0.484 (-11) 0.585 (-10) 0.114 (-09) 0.647 (-09) 
4 0.272(-10) 0.182(-10) 0.664(-10) 0.724(-11) 0.875(-10) 0.171(-09) 0.966(-09) 
6 0.325(-10) 0.218(-10) 0.792(-10) 0.863(-11) 0.104(-09) 0.204(-09) 0.115(-08) 
10 0.345 (-10) "0.231 (-10). 0.839(-10) 0.915 (-11) 0.110(-09) 0.216 (-09) 0.122 (-08) 
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Table 3. Comparison of errors in numerical methods for the linear mixed boundary value problem with h = 2 -m 
m 
Approximation I Approximation 2 
Second Fourth Lobatto Gauss Lobatto Gauss 
order order method (3) method (4) method (3) method (4) 
method Usmani method 
2 0.807 (-01) 0.364 (-03) 0.379 (-06) 0.305 (-06) 0.174 (-05) 0.174 (.05) 
3 0.203 (-01) 0.232 (-04) 0.600 (-08) 0.482 (-08) 0.304 (-07) 0.304 (.07) 
4 0.509 (-02) 0.146 (.05) 0.941 (-10) 0.756 (-10) 0.502 (-09) 0.501 (-09) 
5 0.127 (-02) 0.913 (-07) 0.147 (-11) 0.118 (-I I) 0.806 (-I I  7 0.806 (-I I) 
6 0.319 (-03) 0.571 (.087 0.238 (-13) 0.183 (-13) 0.127 (-12) 0.128 (-12) 
7 0.797 (-04) 0.357 (.09) 0.567 (-15) 0.243 (-15) 0.177 (-14) 0.196 (-14) 
8 0.199 (-04) 0.212 (-107 0.795 (-16) 0.103 (-16) 0.455 (-16) 0.247 (-16) 
Approximation 1, h = 2 -6 
methods 1 2 3 4 5 
E 0 0.208 (-13) 0.174 (-13) 0.238 (-137 0.183 (-i37 0.591 (-137 
Table 4. Comparison of error in sixth order method for the nonlinear boundary value problems with and with- 
out mixed boundary conditions with h = 2 -m 
. 1 ( l+x+y)3  y- 3 y2 y =~- =~- 
1 y(O) = 4 y'(O 7 - y(O) = -12 m y(07 = y(1) = 0 y'(0) -y(0) = 2 
y'(1)+y(1)= 1 y(1)=1 y ' (1)+y(1)= 0 
3 0.270 (.06) 0.629 (.06) 0.488 (.05) 0.930 (.05) 
4 0.435 (.08) 0.125 (-07) 0.797 (-07) 0.187 (-06) 
5 0.718 (-10) 0.290 (-097 0.126 (.08) 0.339 (-08) 
6 0.432 (-11) 0.651 (-10) 0.204 (-10) 0.628 (-10) 
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